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What if volcanoes are heating the planet? Maybe solar cycles are to blame? Isn’t carbon

dioxide good for plants? These are but a few of the questions on global warming that are

addressed in this book. If you are concerned that global warming may be a serious problem,

but find it hard to know what to believe or how to help in the face of conflicting arguments, you

will want to read this book. You don’t have to be a scientist to understand Dr. Shahir Masri’s

explanations and solutions. They proceed along common-sense lines that are easy to

follow.Climate change poses a major threat to public health and the environment. Yet, political

squabbles and misinformation have stalled policy and enabled little progress to be made in

solving the crisis. Similarly, the notion of a “climate debate” has created the illusion of a divided

scientific community, when in fact most scientists agree that human activity is causing the

planet to warm. At a time when open discussion is essential, talk of global warming has

become entrenched in politics and all but taboo in unfamiliar company.In Beyond Debate,

Shahir Masri clears up 50 of the most common misconceptions surrounding climate change.

He simplifies the science and resolves the confusion so that everyone may better understand

the issue. Now is not the time for silence, but rather a time for conversation and collective

action to address greenhouse gas emissions and begin to solve the climate crisis. Action

begins with understanding, which Beyond Debate so eloquently offers. Masri conveys a sense

of urgency while describing opportunities for hope.



In Praise of Beyond DebateWritten in an easily understandable and positive style, this concise

and refreshing book explains what is true and not true about one of the most important

environmental problems of our time, and offers approaches each of us can take to contribute to

a more sustainable world.-Dr. Arthur Winer, Distinguished Professor EmeritusEnvironmental

Health Sciences Department,UCLA School of Public Health“If you are confused about any

aspect of globate climate change, you need to read this book. Even if you are convinced of its

urgency, you will learn a lot you didn’t know.”-Dr. Nicholas A. Ashford, PhD., JDMIT Professor of

Technology and PolicyCo-author Technology, Globalization, and Sustainable DevelopmentThe

next generation of climate change activists led by Shahir Masri and his peers is taking over.

Shahir’s book Beyond Debate, obliterates the false arguments to do nothing. Though Shahir

has a doctorate degree in environmental health and is smart as can be, he writes in everyday

language, making climate science readable, and understandable. Clear up all doubt, read this

book!-Marshall Saunders,Founder, Citizens’ Climate LobbyAfter six years of steady climate

advocacy, I thought I had heard it all, but Beyond Debate gives easy to understand

explanations of things I've long glossed over. It is a great read for people new to and not new to

climate change science.-Mark Tabbert,Citizens’ Climate Education Governing BoardBeyond

Debate is a "must have" reference for environmental science educators and a great

compliment for the classroom. More broadly, this book suits literally anyone seeking to have the

necessary background to hold a well-informed conversation about climate change. Dr. Masri

equips the reader with clearly presented science that has the power to put to rest, once and for

all, commonly held misperceptions that continue to fuel public confusion and stall much

needed climate solutions.-Teri Osborne, Environmental Science EducatorDr. Masri is great at

explaining and distilling the complicated science of climate change. He writes with personal

conviction in a conversational style that is very accessible for general readers. Organized

around answering climate change misconceptions, the book serves as a handy reference

complete with footnotes to original sources. Beyond Debate is invaluable to climate advocates

wishing to reach out to friends, neighbors and elected officials. The book not only increases

readers' understanding, but provides hope by pointing to specific actions we can take both

collectively and as individuals.-Bob Taylor, Environmental JournalistBEYOND

DEBATEBEYOND DEBATEANSWERS TO50 MISCONCEPTIONS ON CLIMATE

CHANGESHAHIR MASRINewport Beach, California5Subjects: Climate Change, Global

Warming,Common MisconceptionsCopyright 2018Shahir MasriCover photo: Hubbard Glacier,

Alaska in 2012Courtesy Dockside Sailing PressUsed with permissionAll rights reserved. No

part of this book may be reproduced without permission in writing from the publisher, except by

a reviewer who wishes to quote brief passages in connection with the review published in

printed or electronic media.In dedication to my mother,who inspired in me a love for science

and the environment,and an unwavering passion to better the

world.ContentsPrefaceIntroduction: Climate Change 101Natural ChangeGreenhouse gases

don’t really trap heat.No one really knows what prehistoric CO2 and temperature were

like.Volcanoes are warming Earth, NOT people!Earth’s natural cycles explain recent

warming.Solar cycles are to blame!Climate ConspiracyScientists are “in” on a climate hoax!

There’s no 97% climate consensus.Climate change is a Chinese hoax!Climategate – what

about “the emails?”“Glaciergate” proves a climate conspiracy!The IPCC is corrupt and

misleading!DoubtClimate change is just a “theory.”The atmosphere is HUGE, we can’t possibly

affect it!The scientists have got it wrong!There is still “uncertainty” about climate change.Most



climate studies aren’t even about “climate science.”There is still a “climate debate.” The

science isn’t settled!Temperature and CO2 are within the range of natural variation.CO2 can’t

be measured with precision.Scientists are just defending their work!How can we predict next

year’s climate when we can hardly predict next week’s weather?Warming is due to the urban

heat island effect.Climate models don’t account for the most abundant greenhouse gas—water

vapor!Don’t you know the sun is getting brighter?We breathe out CO2, so how bad can it be?

CO2 isn’t even toxic!Extreme weather is old news and is not due to climate change.Jobs & the

EconomyEnvironmental regulation is bad for the economy.A carbon tax is just a way for the

government to take our money!Green energy is killing jobs!The Paris Climate Accord was a

“bad deal” for the U.S.Pricing carbon will hinder the free market.Conflicting EvidenceCO2

levels aren’t really increasing.What about mid-century cooling?Paleoclimate graphs show that

CO2 rises AFTER temperature rises—not before!Glaciers aren’t melting, Antarctica is even

gaining ice!What about the warming “hiatus” a few years back?Sea levels around Greenland

are falling!Greenland used to be green, so Earth must be cooling.What about the Medieval

Warming Period?We’re just emerging from the Little Ice Age.Some areas are getting colder, so

where’s the global warming?The Flip SideMore CO2 is good for plants and agriculture!Who

cares about 2 °C of warming?Geoengineering will save us!Plants and animals will

adapt.SolutionsElectric cars aren’t that green!The public is divided about global warming.It’s

too late for the climate.I’m only one person—there’s nothing I can do.NotesFurther

ReadingAcknowledgementsPrefaceWhether we believe the climate is changing, or that

humans are the cause, we can all at least agree that the climate is important—and critically so,

allowing sun for our crops, rain for our streams, and so on. Because the climate is so

important, almost everyone seems to have something to say about climate change, global

warming, or whatever we want to call it—albeit some more than others! At times, such

conversations can even get heated (no pun intended!). Isn’t that weird? The climate can

literally change the “climate” of a room, perhaps disrupting a family dinner or a picnic at the

park. Uncle Bob say’s the climate always changes. Aunt Jane points to government conspiracy.

And your cousin calls them both crazy. Meanwhile, the children roll their eyes, turning instead

to their iPhones.In my career studying environmental science and public health, I’ve found it

interesting to hear people’s various perspectives on global warming and whether (or why) they

believe the climate is changing. I’ve never been one to pursue arguments on the topic, but have

instead found it more valuable to listen and hear why people feel the way they do. What kinds

of factors or information cause people to think climate change is either a major threat or a total

hoax? And of course, there are many people in between. As I write this preface, my local area

is coming out of a record-breaking heatwave. Does this cause people to think of “climate

change” or “human activity?” I’d like to know. I find these to be important questions to ask and

conversations to have, which can help to positively move the dialogue forward.While research

takes most of my time, I’m a bit of a non-traditional scientist in that I’ve made it a point to not

just study science, but to communicate that science to the public. All too often, scientists

dedicate their careers to understanding and advancing an area of study, while their voices get

channeled only through technical analyses and reports that the public never reads. How well

the rest of the world comes to understand a given matter is therefore left at the mercy of

journalists and the media to translate. This somewhat roundabout path from scientists to the

media and then to the public is reminiscent of the game “telephone,” in which a message gets

whispered through a chain of people only to become distorted by the time it reaches the last

person. I believe a similar dynamic has played out with climate change, albeit with added layers

of complexity that we’ll discuss in later pages. As a result, the climate conversation can at



times resemble a jumbled mess, in which no one seems to get anywhere. It’s no wonder

people shy away from the discussion!In this book, I’ve done my best to pool together 50 of the

top misconceptions concerning climate change. The chosen topics reflect those that I’ve most

frequently encountered in my personal conversations with people, online research, books, and

polling of students and friends. I even went door-to-door to speak with neighbors! By

assembling these claims and questions, and breaking them down one-by-one scientifically and

in a simple, thorough, and compelling fashion, I hope to provide valuable insights about this

incredibly important issue which has become the issue of our time. In addition to discussing the

science and impacts of global warming, I’ve also highlighted a number of solutions that can

help to curb greenhouse gas emissions and shift the world onto a more sustainable path.While

it may be best to read these pages in the order of their chapters, the book was designed so

that this is not a necessity. I’ve done my best to let each chapter stand alone. Where prior

chapters are helpful to understanding later chapters, I’ve been diligent to refer you to the exact

chapter numbers where you can find supporting information. If, however, you’re relatively

unfamiliar with global warming or climate science, I recommend at least beginning with the

introductory Climate Change 101 section. This will give you the foundation necessary to make

the most out of the remaining chapters. Once you’ve got the basics, flip through the book in the

order you prefer, letting your interest guide you!Enjoy Beyond Debate. And importantly, share

what you come to discover. It is only through sharing and conversing with our family, friends,

and neighbors that we can expect to dispel the misconceptions around climate change and

ultimately elevate the climate conversation.Shahir MasriNewport Beach, CA.On the Road for

Climate Action!The writing and publication of Beyond Debate coincides with a national climate

outreach project called “On the Road for Climate Action,” which was launched by Dr. Shahir

Masri in 2018. The project is an effort to inform communities about the causes and impacts of

global warming, and solutions going forward, through presentations, door-to-door outreach,

and meetings with elected officials. It is also an effort to listen to and learn from communities

about their personal concerns and experiences with climate change. Using a questionnaire, the

project enables climate communicators to better understand what aspects of climate change

matter most to people and where gaps in climate-related knowledge exist. The project carries

out one-on-one video interviews with farmers, business owners, scientists, policy makers, and

ordinary citizens, which are regularly published online. In this way, the project website serves

as an important platform through which climate-related stories and concerns can be shared by

those afflicted by climate change, while also serving as an educational tool through which

everyday people can learn about climate change from those experiencing and studying it

directly. To date, the project has touched down in over 35 states across the U.S. Importantly, all

purchases of this book help to support Dr. Masri in his efforts to expand this national project

and improve public awareness about climate change.To learn more about the project, access

video interviews, subscribe to The Road Report monthly newsletter, and find out when Dr.

Masri will be in your area, visit: www.RoadForClimateAction.com. Also, follow the project on

Twitter at @ShahirMasri and on Instagram at @Dr.ShahirMasri.Introduction: Climate Change

101ALTHOUGH THE CLIMATE is complex, scientists have come a long way in understanding

its complexity. In fact, scientists have come to understand a variety of complex phenomena. It’s

thanks to scientists’ sophisticated understanding of chemistry, physics, and engineering that

we’re able to pick up a phone to speak with someone halfway around the world, flip on the T.V.

to watch our favorite athletes duke it out live, or take a nap in an airplane only to wake up in a

foreign country. The world is complex, yet scientists have done an impressive job making

sense of it. Understanding what influences the climate has been no exception. Let’s take a



moment to walk through the basics, discussing greenhouse gases, how they warm the planet,

and the various factors that have led to this dilemma called global warming.The Greenhouse

EffectIf you’ve ever stepped into your car on a hot summer day to find the inside temperature

about 20 degrees warmer, then you’ve experienced the greenhouse effect. Botanical

greenhouses similarly stay warm even on the coolest of days, so long as the sun is shining—

thus allowing us to grow tropical plants in climates that would otherwise be too cool. To

understand how the greenhouse effect works, it’s important to know that the sun emits

“shortwave” radiation. This is a form of high-frequency light which packs enough energy to burn

the skin, heat up the pavement, and allow plants to grow. It includes light within the so-called

“visible” spectrum, which is the light our eyes detect in order to visualize objects. It’s no

coincidence we evolved to see within this range, since it is the most abundant type of sunlight

on Earth’s surface! As objects absorb high-frequency radiation, they become warm. For

anyone who’s ever basked in the sun, this is no surprise. What’s important, however, is that

when objects warm they too emit radiation, or light, even if the human eye can’t see it. The light

that warm objects emit is known as longwave radiation, or infrared light. Okay, well now that

you’ve had your crash course in optics, let’s get back to the greenhouse effect!It turns out that

shortwave radiation (sunlight) can pass uninterrupted through glass, while longwave radiation

(from warm objects) cannot. The result is that sunlight passes into the greenhouse, warms the

internal environment, but then is unable to escape. That is, after shortwave light passes

through the glass and is absorbed by plants and other objects inside, which begin to warm, it

gets released as longwave light. However, since longwave radiation can’t escape back through

the glass, it becomes trapped inside. Heat then accumulates and temperatures in the

greenhouse go up!In the case of Earth, our atmosphere is the glass. Well, not the whole

atmosphere. Gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide act as the glass

of the greenhouse. After sunlight penetrates through the atmosphere, warming the land and

oceans, the heat gets redirected back out to space. Yet, as with the glass of the greenhouse,

atmospheric gases prevent some of the outgoing light from escaping. The result?

Temperatures on Earth go up. It’s not surprising that such gases should earn the name

"greenhouse gases.” See Figure 1 for an illustration of this dynamic.Figure 1. Schematic of the

greenhouse effect. Shortwave radiation from the sun passes through the atmosphere. As Earth

heats up, it emits longwave radiation that is trapped by greenhouse gases before it can escape

back to space.On Earth, our “glass” doesn’t form a perfect heat barrier. The atmosphere is

more like glass with windows in it. As we emit more CO2 and other greenhouse gases, those

windows begin to close, allowing temperatures to grow higher and higher. This is what’s been

happening for more than 200 years as societies have industrialized, human populations have

grown, and farming and ranching have taken over. Each of these processes is associated with

the release of massive amounts of greenhouse gases, as we’ll discuss shortly.The most

important anthropogenic (human-caused) greenhouse gas in our atmosphere is carbon

dioxide. It’s most important not because its gaseous molecules are the most powerful heat-

trappers—in fact, methane is 25 times more heat-trapping—but rather because it’s the gas we

emit the most of.1 After taking into account the differences in their heat-trapping potential,

carbon dioxide emissions from human activity account for 76% of total greenhouse gas

emissions globally, compared to methane which only accounts for 16%.2 Other greenhouse

gases are even more heat-trapping. Nitrous oxide, for instance, traps heat about 300 times

better than carbon dioxide, and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are literally thousands of times

more heat-trapping. But again, we don’t release nearly as much of these gases as we do CO2.

In fact, combined, these gases account for less than 10% of our total greenhouse gases



emissions. Water vapor is also a powerful greenhouse gas, and is in fact the most abundant

greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. However, its role in global warming is limited for reasons

we’ll cover in Chapter 23. Thus, carbon dioxide has remained the primary target of attention as

it relates to greenhouse gases and climate change.The schematic in Figure 2 shows the

dramatic rise in CO2 levels that has occurred in recent decades—resulting in the gradual

closing of our atmospheric “windows.” Notice that CO2 concentrations rise abruptly around the

early 1800s—right alongside the industrial revolution. This is no coincidence, as we know that

burning fossil fuels releases CO2 into the air, and that society’s use of fossil fuels ramped up

dramatically around this period. Given what we know about greenhouse gases, we might

expect this sharp rise in CO2 to have led to an increase in global temperatures. Well, that's

exactly what we’ve seen! It’s not so complex or mysterious after all. The science is actually

quite basic. So, why the “debate,” you ask? Well, this is where climate change departs from the

science and gets wrapped up in money and politics. But we’ll discuss that later!Figure 2.

Schematic of carbon dioxide concentrations over the past 1,000 years.I should mention that

greenhouse gases are not inherently our enemy. Without their warming effects, Earth's average

temperature would be about 0°F (-18°C), or 60°F (15°C) lower than today—cold enough to turn

the oceans to ice and render the planet inhospitable. It’s only when we add excess greenhouse

gas to the air that we destabilize the climate and run into trouble. In the case of carbon dioxide,

excess arises when we tap into reservoirs of carbon-based oil, coal, and natural gas—

reservoirs that have been locked beneath Earth’s surface for millions of years.To get an idea of

what uber-high greenhouse gas levels on a planet look like, we can turn to Venus, which

boasts a surface temperature of about 900°F (465°C)—hot enough to melt lead! Sure, Venus

sits closer to the sun than Earth, but that only accounts for part of its higher temperature. The

atmosphere on Venus is composed almost entirely of CO2, making the planet especially

efficient at trapping the sun’s energy. The situation on Venus is that of a runaway greenhouse

effect. As the hottest planet in our solar system, it’s about as close to an apocalyptic

underworld as you can get. Interestingly, the planet Mercury sits about twice as close to the

sun as Venus, yet experiences cooler temperatures. How can this be? Mercury has no

atmosphere. Thus, the greenhouse effect is missing and the planet can’t retain any heat. It has

the opposite problem of Venus!Comparing planets is not only fun and interesting, it’s also

informative when it comes to understanding the importance of greenhouse gases and the

climate. The conditions on Venus should give us pause and help us gain perspective on our

own situation. Earth is by no means exempt from the fate of other planets—that is, to the fate

of a runaway greenhouse effect. Former NASA scientist James Hansen talks about the

prospect of Earth succumbing to so-called “Venus syndrome” in his book Storms of My

Grandchildren.3 It’s a rather frightening discussion, but a worthy read!Sources of Greenhouse

GasGreenhouse gases arise from both natural and human sources. In the context of climate

change however, it is not the natural sources that are of importance—except when discussing

“feedbacks,” which we’ll get to shortly. Natural sources have always been around and have

been relatively stable throughout human existence. It’s with human activities of recent

centuries, particularly after the industrial revolution, that we’ve begun to release exuberant

quantities of carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and other gases into the atmosphere, thus

upsetting the greenhouse balance. So, what activities are responsible for the release of these

excess greenhouse gases?Carbon dioxide is released every time we make a fire. That is,

organic matter, whether it be firewood, plants, oil, coal, or natural gas, is made mostly of

carbon. As these materials burn, their carbon content gets converted from solid carbon into

carbon gas, or more technically “carbon dioxide” gas. Although we burn a lot of wood in the



winter, this doesn’t turn out to be the main source of human-related carbon emissions. Instead,

fossil fuels take the cake—and by a long shot! Globally, burning fossil fuels accounts for about

three quarters of carbon dioxide emissions. Most remaining emissions come from

deforestation, since removing and burning forests releases carbon dioxide as well. We can

break this down even further by sector. In the U.S., for instance, electricity production (burning

coal and gas) and transportation (burning gasoline, diesel, etc.) each account for about a third

of domestic CO2 emissions, while the rest comes from industrial activities, home and

residential heating, and other activities.1 Let’s turn to the next most important greenhouse gas

—methane.Methane is produced naturally from microorganisms that live in oxygen-deprived

swamps and wetland soils. Unbeknownst to most people, human activities have created vast

numbers of man-made swamps to grow rice. Yes, the kind of rice we eat! These crops grow in

unique wetland-type environments, unlike most crops. These so-called “rice patties” turn out to

be a source of methane comparable in amount to the emissions released by natural wetlands.

Another major source of methane turns out to be cows, sheep, and other so-called “ruminants,”

which produce methane in their digestive tracts—the gas comes out of both ends! With over

one billion head of cattle on Earth, these emissions add up.Just as microorganisms produce

methane in rice patties and in animals’ digestive tracts, they also produce it when they

decompose waste at the landfill. Because of the enormous amount of waste humans produce,

on a pound-for-pound basis we turn out to be more efficient producers of methane than cows.

Importantly, methane also seeps into the air when fossil fuels are mined and transported

through piping systems. As of 2016, this was in fact the largest single contributor of human-

related methane in the U.S., accounting for about 40% of emissions. Livestock comes in at

around a quarter of emissions, with another third split about equally between landfills and other

sources. Globally, over 70% of methane emissions come from human activities.Nitrous oxide,

another important greenhouse gas, is mostly produced from agriculture. That is, when farmers

around the world apply fertilizers to the soil, some of the nitrogen compounds in the fertilizer

get released as nitrous oxide into the air. As agriculture has become increasingly widespread

with the sharp rise in human populations, atmospheric nitrous oxide levels have gone up and

up. Nitrous oxide is also produced through high-temperature reactions, such as in internal

combustion engines. In the U.S., agriculture accounts for about three-fourths of nitrous oxide

emissions, followed by other sources. Globally, nearly half of nitrous oxide comes from human

activities.Of the most relevant greenhouse gases, CFCs are the only ones to have no natural

sources in the environment. These chemicals are purely a product of manufacturing,

historically used as refrigerants and inert gases for aerosol sprays, foaming agents, etc.

Thanks to their role in degrading the protective ozone layer in the stratosphere (See Chapter

13), they’ve mostly been phased out of production. However, their replacement chemicals,

HFCs, are also powerful greenhouse gases. Fortunately, they too are gradually being phased

out. Nonetheless, these fluorinated gases remain in the atmosphere today, where they trap

heat and cause warming.The Rise of Greenhouse GasesWhen we hear about CO2 in the air,

we often hear a unit known as “parts per million,” or ppm. Though strange sounding, this just

refers to the number of CO2 molecules in the air compared to the number of air molecules. If

the atmospheric CO2 level is 200 ppm, for instance, it just means the air contains 200 parts

CO2 for every million parts air. Not too complicated after all! It sort of sounds like a baking

recipe, right?—one part sugar, two parts milk, etc. Currently, atmospheric CO2 levels are just

over 400 ppm on average globally. That’s only 0.04% of the atmosphere. Compared to the 21%

oxygen in the air, that’s just a drop in the bucket! So, who cares if we add a little extra CO2 to

the air? To recap, greenhouse gases aren’t new to the atmosphere, and their presence and



heat-trapping abilities have in fact enabled nice, habitable temperatures here on Earth.

However, throughout human history, carbon dioxide has made up only about 0.03% of the

atmosphere. In the case of present-day global warming, what we’re therefore talking about is a

change in this very modest 0.03%. Over the last 200 years, the burning of fossil fuels has

released enough CO2 into the air to increase carbon dioxide levels to where they currently are

—around 0.04%. While this is still a very small faction of the total atmosphere, it is not

meaningless. Sure, greenhouse gases keep our planet cozy, but as we’ve all come to know in

life, too much of a good thing can be bad. And that goes for greenhouse gases and the climate

as well!In discussing CO2, it can be easy to dismiss the very low percentage or the units of

“ppm” as insignificant. That is, what difference does it make if we add 10, 20 or even 100 ppm

to the air? Or, who cares if atmospheric CO2 goes from 0.03% to 0.04%? As it turns out

historically, it can mean the difference between an ice age or no ice age. When discussing CO2

and climate change, it’s perhaps better to think about carbon dioxide levels in terms of percent

changes, rather than differences in ppm or the absolute CO2 amount. Understandably, most

people simply can’t relate with ppm and don’t perceive low quantities as very important. But

everyone understands percent changes.For instance, since the 1800s CO2 levels have

increased by about 130 ppm, thanks mostly to the burning of fossil fuels. This somewhat

abstract quantity fails to convey much meaning to the average person, and if anything sounds

small and unimportant. But when we look at pre-industrial CO2 compared to current CO2 as a

percent change, a different story emerges. The increase of 130 ppm turns out to be an

enormous shift—a rise of 45%! This is a change we can all understand and recognize as

significant. If someone added 45% more salt to your dinner, you might love it or hate it, but

you’d notice the difference. If you ate 45% more calories or exercised 45% more often, there’s

also little doubt you’d notice it. Change of course wouldn’t be instantaneous, but rather take

place over weeks or months. With Earth, a 45% increase in CO2 is similarly a tremendous shift

from the norm—a shift that we can expect to produce noticeable change. Except, rather than

changing over weeks ormonths, we’re talking years to decades. As the years pass, we’re

indeed observing such change. In fact, 17 of the 18 hottest years on record occurred in just the

last two decades! How much temperatures and the climate will continue to change depends on

how quickly we adopt renewable energy technologies (burn less fossil fuel), increase our

energy efficiency, lessen our demand for resource-intensive food types, and in turn reduce our

greenhouse gas emissions. But the sky is the limit—no pun intended!In general, it doesn’t take

much greenhouse gas to produce warming. Remember, an atmosphere with 0% compared to

0.03% CO2 has been the difference between a frozen Earth and the comfortable planet on

which human’s adapted. Moving then from 0.03% to 0.04%, as we’ve done in recent years….

Well, you can only imagine the possibilities! And 0.04% isn’t where it stops. Given the current

rate of carbon emissions, this percentage will only continue to grow. The powerful influence of

greenhouse gases on the climate, even at low concentrations, is somewhat akin to the

influence of hormones on the body. Even the smallest differences in hormone levels can elicit

dramatic changes in the body, affecting one’s emotions, metabolism, and other

processes.Though we’ve focused on rising CO2, the same global trends have been observed

for other major greenhouse gases. Since pre-industrial days, the concentration of methane in

the air has more than doubled due to human activities.4 Similarly, while levels of nitrous oxides

have rarely exceeded 280 ppb (parts per billion) over the last 800,000 years, widespread

agriculture has made concentrations grow sharply since the 1920s. Nitrous oxide levels today

are about 330 ppb. The same can be said for CFCs and HFCs, which didn’t exist at all before

modern industrial activities. Greenhouse gases wouldn’t be accumulating in our atmosphere,



and therefore wouldn’t be such a threat, were it not for their extremely long “atmospheric

lifetimes.” That is, many greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and CFCs

last a hundred or more years in the atmosphere before eventually degrading.5 Methane, which

lasts only about 10 years, is no better, since it just breaks down to form CO2!To contextualize

our current predicament, we know that greenhouse gases trap heat and warm the planet. And

we know their concentrations have been rising dramatically since the industrial revolution. By

increasing CO2 and other greenhouse gases so sharply in recent centuries, we’re in

completely uncharted territory in terms of the climate—literally conducting a planetary

experiment. How global temperatures will ultimately respond to such increases is any climate

modelers best estimate. However, the estimates don’t look pretty, and thus, a rapid reduction in

emissions is needed. This will all become more apparent as you turn the pages of this book.

But if you’ve made it this far, then congratulations—you already understand climate change

better than most!The Tipping PointIf you’ve heard of climate change, you’ve probably heard of

the “tipping point.” But what does this mean? To understand, you must first understand the

concept of “feedback,” and particularly Earth’s “positive feedback” systems. You’re all familiar

with positive feedback whether you know it or not. Positive feedback is when a change in A

leads to a change in B. That change in B then leads to a further change in A, which further

changes B again. This goes back and forth as both A and B continuously reinforce each other—

a sort of snowball effect. Besides snowballs, Earth has some positive feedback systems with

tremendous implications to the climate. Let’s take a look at a few and discuss how small initial

changes can rapidly get out of control and send things down an undesirable path.Snow Cover

– As sun hits Earth, some of its light is absorbed and some is reflected. The pleasant climate

we enjoy on Earth today is the result of a delicate balance between this incoming and outgoing

energy. Snow and ice on Earth play an important role in this energy balance, serving as the

“mirrors” that reflect much of the sun’s energy. As greenhouse gas levels rise and cause

warming however, these mirrors are melting and decreasing in size. As they melt, their

reflective white surfaces are giving way and exposing underlying land and ocean surfaces,

which absorb rather than reflect most light. This is where the dangerous positive feedback

process kicks in. Replacing a reflective snowy surface with a heat-absorbing surface leads to

more warming. With more warming, even more snow melts, leading to even less sunlight

reflection and even more warming. The process goes on and on, the end result being higher

and higher temperatures. It is a frightening path, but a path we’re already initiating.Water Vapor

– The oceans have done us an enormous favor over the centuries by absorbing much of the

carbon dioxide we’ve released into the air. As physics would have it, however, warm water

doesn’t absorb as much gas as cold water. Therefore, as we warm the oceans, we reduce the

ability of surface water to absorb and help offset atmospheric CO2. On a global scale, warmer

oceans absorbing less CO2 has quite an impact, allowing for a quicker buildup of CO2 in the

atmosphere and even more rapid warming. The oceans play another important role. Warmer

temperatures lead to the evaporation of more ocean water. Water vapor is a powerful

greenhouse gas. So, as we warm the oceans, we increase the heat trapping capacity of the

atmosphere, and in turn cause temperatures to rise even further. Another self-perpetuating

feedback loop in motion!Dying Forests – The rain forests represent an enormous source of

stored carbon on Earth. As warming temperatures lead to the death of certain forests however,

dead plant matter decomposes and releases this stored carbon into the air. Active

deforestation is also contributing to this. Unfortunately, less forest means less carbon storage.

This means more atmospheric carbon dioxide and higher temperatures. Higher temperatures

can lead to even greater forest death, and so on. The cycle continues, again racing us to the



precipice of a runaway effect.Thawing Permafrost – This is potentially the most alarming

feedback of them all. Within the soils of the frozen tundra is an enormous quantity of organic

matter (partially decomposed plants and other organisms). While frozen, these organics pose

no threat to our climate. Were the tundra to melt, however, decomposition would start, and this

matter would release vast quantities of methane and carbon dioxide into the air. Recall that

methane is even more heat-trapping than carbon dioxide. It’s estimated that enough carbon is

stored in permafrost to more than double the current level of carbon in the atmosphere.6

Global warming has already caused permafrost in Alaska and elsewhere to begin thawing as

many regions that were previously frozen year-round now experience above freezing

temperatures. Carbon in the tundra represents a dangerously large source of heat-trapping gas

that is best left in the ground.This brings us to the so-called tipping point, or what is often

thought of as the point of no return. That is, the point beyond which humans will have any real

control over continued global warming. Right now, the main driver of global warming is human

activity. However, once we reach a certain point and unlock the carbon in the tundra, as well as

propel many of these other positive feedback systems, humans will have little say in how much

our climate continues to warm. Our efforts will be of negligible importance. Releases of

permafrost methane, a shrinking of Earth’s “mirrors,” and a more humid atmosphere are just a

few of the many processes that will secure the fate of our climate; that is, if we decide not to

act.Major positive feedback systems are already kicking into gear, the most visible of which is

probably the rapidly disappearing sea ice of the Arctic. Again, however, triggering the melting

of permafrost in the tundra may be the most frightening scenario, given the enormous reservoir

of carbon waiting to enter the sky. Should we sufficiently set this ball in motion, a true tipping

point will have been reached. We'll have unleashed a giant. Melting of glaciers would

accelerate. Water vapor in the atmosphere would increase. And, of course, even more

permafrost would thaw. These processes would only accelerate each other, as positive

feedbacks do. It’s an alarming prospect to say the least, but a very real one. And these are only

some of the positive feedbacks that exist. All of this underscores the importance of current

efforts to act on climate change—before it’s no longer our decision.While on the topic of

climate feedbacks, it’s important to mention that so-called “negative feedbacks” also exist,

which have counteractive abilities that stabilize the climate. An example of a negative feedback

is the increased plant productivity that comes with higher CO2 levels, since plants “breathe”

CO2. As CO2 increases, higher plant productivity helps to offset some of the rise. Another

such feedback occurs when higher temperatures lead to more daytime cloud formation (due to

more evaporation), and hence less sunlight reaching Earth. When the clouds hang around into

the night, however, the effect goes the other way, since nighttime clouds tend to insulate Earth

after sunset. All feedbacks considered, the negatives don’t outweigh the positives, and Earth is

warming at an accelerated rate. Scientists are not certain as to when the tipping point will have

been reached. But it’s probably best to not find out by stumbling upon it.Natural

Change1Greenhouse Gases Don’t Really Trap HeatTHIS IS PERHAPS the easiest myth to

debunk because it requires a mere scientific experiment to disprove, and fortunately that

experiment and many others have already been carried out. In fact, they were first carried out

in the 1800s! But before we get to these experiments, let’s provide a little context and history

about the origins of climate science and how such experiments came to be.Interestingly,

research and understanding about global warming was born out of concern for potential global

cooling. Nineteenth century European scientists observing glacial movements in the Alps

noticed that in some areas glaciers appeared to have been much higher and widespread at

one point. They wondered whether a prior ice age had occurred. And more importantly, might it



return? An understanding as to what caused the climate to change over time was key to

answering these questions.Dating back even further, the earliest inkling of a “greenhouse

effect” came from a Genevan professor, mountain climber, and explorer named Horace

Bénédict de Saussure. With a fascination for temperature and altitude, Saussure mused about

why Earth’s heat didn’t all escape into space after sunset. To understand this, he constructed a

“hot box,” consisting of darkened cork on the sides and clear glass over the top. Resembling a

modern-day greenhouse, the structure allowed light to pass in during the day, yet retained

some of the heat at night. Perhaps, he wondered, the atmosphere behaved in the same

fashion, allowing sunlight to pass through in the day, yet preventing the escape of heat at night.

French mathematician Joseph Fourier also took to this idea. He admired Saussure’s work and

agreed with his hypothesis about the atmosphere. However, proving it mathematically turned

out to be a difficult and frustrating feat, leaving Fourier to ultimately abandon the problem.By

1837, the Swiss scientist Louis Agassiz declared that an ice age had indeed existed at one

time, covering much of Europe with massive glaciers akin to those in Greenland. After

relocating to the U.S. as a professor at Harvard, and demonstrating that past glaciers were

responsible for carving the landscapes of the Great Lakes, Agassiz confirmed his declaration

of a prior ice age, becoming arguably the founder of the notion of climate change. The

existence of a prior ice age and a possible “hot box” effect set the stage for what would soon

become the first key experiments to demonstrate the warming effects of certain gases, or so-

called greenhouse gases. At this point, we must turn to the work of a well-known Irish physicist

named John Tyndall. Like his predecessors, Tyndall was obsessed by the movements of

glaciers. He also wondered whether the atmosphere influenced temperatures on Earth. He got

to work building an instrument called a spectrophotometer that would help him find answers.

Consisting of a heat source, a receptor, and a small tubular chamber in the middle, Tyndall

could test whether certain gases had the capacity to absorb infrared (longwave) light energy,

and in turn trap heat. The first gases Tyndall tested were those that are most abundant on

Earth; namely, oxygen and nitrogen. After introducing each gas into the chamber, he found that

neither gas dampened or absorbed the longwave light passing through. This was a

disappointment as it didn’t support the notion of a greenhouse effect. However, Tyndall pressed

on. As luck would have it, light in those days (pre-electricity) was provided by burning coal gas,

or “town gas.” This was a mixture consisting mostly of methane. When Tyndall pumped coal

gas into the testing chamber he discovered that the gas, though invisible to the eye, was not

transparent to light energy. The receptor detected less energy when coal gas was present in

the chamber, which meant the gas was trapping it. After testing water vapor and CO2, he found

the same result. These gases prevented some light energy from passing through. This was the

proof Tyndall needed. Gases could in fact absorb longwave light, and thus trap heat. And there

it happened in a lecture to the Royal Institution shortly after his discovery in 1859; Tyndall

demonstrated for the first time in public an experimental account of the greenhouse effect!

Research by Tyndall and other scientists confirmed his earlier findings and built on the results.

Not only could certain gases trap heat, they were also sufficiently abundant to have a major

influence on Earth’s temperature and climate. By the end of the century, the Swedish chemist,

Svante Arrhenius, even calculated the global warming impacts that doubling atmospheric CO2

levels would have on the planet. Without the benefit of a computer, his estimate of a 9-11°F

(5-6°C) increase in global temperatures was surprisingly well within the estimates of modern

science.All of this, and we haven’t even made our way to the 1900s! Although, I think by now

you get the point. That is, the physics and light absorbing capacities of CO2 and other

greenhouse gases is no mystery and has been demonstrated repeatedly. It was proven and



even publicly showcased over a century and a half ago. For those curious, you can conduct a

similar experiment to that of Tyndall’s in your own home. Simply get two thermometers, a

couple of empty water bottles, and some CO2 gas. When shining a proper lamp on the bottles

containing either the air or CO2, you’ll find that after about a half hour the temperature in the

CO2-filled bottle is noticeably higher. It’s not magic, it’s the greenhouse effect! If you don’t want

the hassle of rigging your own experiment, check out one of the many fun video

demonstrations online!2No One Really Knows What Prehistoric CO2and Temperature Were

LikeTHANKS TO CHARLES DAVID KEELING, we have reliable direct measurements of CO2

dating back to 1957. As we’ll discuss in Chapter 32, Keeling spent much of his career atop a

Hawaiian volcano collecting such measurements. His famous “Keeling Curve” demonstrates

that CO2 has been increasing rapidly year after year. As for temperature, direct measurements

from thermometers date back even further. In the U.S., for instance, the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration has been keeping temperature records for 138 years. This is great

and all, but what about those graphs that show temperature and CO2 levels dating back

thousands and even millions of years? How can scientists possibly understand what the

prehistoric atmosphere was like, and where does such data come from? It’s actually quite

fascinating! Let’s have a look at a technique that uses ice cores.In regions such as Greenland

and the Antarctic, snowfall has been accumulating for thousands of years. When snow first

falls, it is quite fluffy and full of air pockets. As the snow piles up, the pressure underneath

increases, forming layers of compacted ice which, over time, essentially become time capsules

of the past. That is, the deeper you go, the further into history you can see. Ice near the

bottoms of major ice sheets represents snow that once fell hundreds of thousands, and even

millions, of years ago.If you’re wondering how scientists access ice buried deep below the

surface, it’s simple. They drill vertically down using a large, hollowed out drill bit. Then, out

come long segments of cylindrical ice cores. At a recent science exhibition, I got to hold a small

fragment of an ice core that was 400,000 years old. Being the science nerd that I am, I politely

asked the researcher to take our (the ice and my) photo! The oldest ice on record, however,

has my chunk of ice beat by a long shot. It dates back some 2.7 million years and was

excavated only very recently, in 2017, from a blue ice area in the Antarctic—beating the age of

the previous record-holding ice core by a staggering 1.7 million years.1Prehistoric ice is

important for two reasons. First, it can tell us something about past carbon dioxide levels in the

atmosphere, and second, it can tell us something about past temperatures on Earth. In terms

of CO2, the way scientists can discern what atmospheres of the past were like is through

microscopic bubbles trapped in ancient ice cores. Though larger air pockets get driven away as

fresh snow accumulates and compacts the underlying snow, microscopic air bubbles remain.

At a certain depth beneath the surface, the ice becomes so compact that these bubbles

essentially lose touch with the surface atmosphere, becoming trapped and isolated. In this way,

ice core bubbles serve as little atmospheric samples from the past—nicely organized and

preserved as if meant for the hands of science. To unlock the air inside the bubbles,

researchers simply melt or crush the ice samples in the lab—each deeper layer representing

an earlier and earlier point in the Earth's long climate history.Ice core bubbles can tell us not

just about past CO2, but about all three of the long-lived greenhouse gases, including CO2,

methane, and nitrous oxide. When scientists compare the atmosphere of the most recent ice

age with the post-ice age warmer period known as the Holocene (the current era), they find

that the concentrations of all three gases were higher during the warm period. This fits in nicely

with our understanding of the heat-trapping effects of greenhouse gases. Frighteningly, the

levels of these gases have only continued to soar in recent times. In the case of CO2 (Figure



2), a close look at ice core data spanning the last 800,000 years reveals that carbon dioxide

fluctuated from a low of about 180 parts per million (ppm) to a high of 280 ppm at roughly

regular 100,000-year cycles. At no time over the last 800,000 years did CO2 exceed about 300

ppm—that is, until now.2Figure 3. Schematic of carbon dioxide levels over the past 800,000

years, based on ice core date.At the start of the industrial revolution just 200 years ago CO2

levels were at 280 ppm, referred to as “pre-industrial” CO2. This level means carbon dioxide

was at one of its 100,000-year peaks. In the ensuing 200-year period, CO2 did not hold steady

or begin its expected decline towards 180 ppm. Instead, human activity took the peak even

higher. Much higher. Because we’ve been burning fossil fuels and releasing billions of tons per

year of carbon dioxide into the air, CO2 levels now exceed 400 ppm. (See Figure 3).This is

troubling because it means that in just 200 years we’ve raised CO2 by an amount that usually

takes thousands of years to occur. And we’ve done so at a point when we were already at a

100,000-year CO2 peak. Carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere are consequently over 25%

higher today than they were at any prior 100,000-year maximum that Earth has seen for at

least close to a million years.Now let’s turn to temperature. Just as ice cores serve as time

capsules through little bubbles of gas trapped deep beneath their surface, they also preserve

information about past temperatures. In this case, it’s the ratio of different isotopes of hydrogen

in the water molecules that’s important. What’s an isotope? Let’s pause for a quick science

refresher!If you’ve ever taken a chemistry course, recall that atoms are composed of a nucleus

consisting of protons and neutrons surrounded by orbiting electrons. Elements are then named

based on the number of protons in the nucleus. Having said that, not all atoms of a given

element are created equal. Some contain more or less neutrons than others. Atoms that have

the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons are referred to as isotopes.

Different isotopes exist for all types of elements such as carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and others.

What happens to be important to our story are oxygen isotopes, since ice (frozen H2O) is

composed largely of oxygen. Now let’s get back to ice cores and temperature!The ratio of

different oxygen isotopes in water happens to fluctuate with temperature. This is because so-

called “light” oxygen tends to evaporate more readily and condense less readily than “heavy”

oxygen. These different tendencies towards evaporation and condensation mean that the ratio

of these isotopes in water and ice differs during periods of cooling versus warming. In polar ice

cores, the math is quite simple—less heavy oxygen in ice means that temperatures were

relatively cooler at the time that snow fell.Similar inferences about temperature can be made

about isotope ratios in the ocean. Because light oxygen evaporates more readily than its heavy

counterpart, the seas become enriched in heavy oxygen as water continues to evaporate.

Thus, high concentrations of heavy oxygen in the oceans tell scientists that light oxygen must

have been trapped in ice sheets. The exact oxygen ratios can explain how much ice was

covering Earth at different periods, indicating the timing of different ice ages. Of course,

scientists can’t teleport back in time to measure the oxygen in prior oceans. Therefore, to

determine this they must measure the oxygen content of tiny oxygen-containing corals and

shells deposited in layers of ocean sediments. Like ice sheets, ocean sediments are thick and

abundant with information from the past. Just like ice cores, scientists drill “sediment

cores.”Other so-called “proxy” measurements of temperature involve coral. Since the balance

between strontium and calcium varies in coral according to temperature, scientists can

measure the amounts of these chemicals in old coral and determine the ocean’s past

temperature. From ocean temperatures, scientists can understand what global atmospheric

temperatures were like. Other climate related phenomena such as precipitation can be

discerned based on the width, density, and isotopic composition of tree rings, while layers of



ash and soot deposited in ice cores can tell scientists when gigantic volcanic eruptions and

major forest fires occurred.Using all of the techniques we’ve discussed, and still others we

haven’t covered, climatologists can confidently assemble a rather detailed painting of Earth’s

climatic history. To the assertion at the top of this chapter, I think we’ve sufficiently

demonstrated that scientists can indeed understand Earth’s prehistoric CO2 and temperature

levels. And it’s by no means a guessing game. Rather, it involves highly advanced and

sophisticated techniques requiring skilled scientists and specialized instruments. Technology

and science at its best!3Volcanoes are Warming Earth,NOT People!I WAS ACTUALLY at a chili

cook-off when I first heard this assertion. I approached a registration booth for a (unnamed!)

political party, figuring I would inquire about the then recent U.S. move to withdraw from the

Paris Climate Accord. Upon inquiring, a kind middle-aged lady representing the party

responded, "It's too expensive. The U.S. has already given a billion dollars to other countries.

We can’t afford to give more money for climate change." She proceeded to explain to me that

volcanoes were responsible for warming the planet, not human emissions of greenhouse

gases. We’ll leave the “too expensive” part for a later discussion. For now, let’s address this mix-

up on volcanism.The notion that volcanoes are heating the planet at least acknowledges what

scientists have been saying for decades; namely, that the climate is warming. And it’s true that

volcanoes influence the climate. However, our friend at the chili cook-off had gotten the impact

completely backwards. That is, volcanoes do not heat the planet, they actually cool it. This

might sound counterintuitive. But consider that the burning of fossil fuels does not heat the

planet by way of the hot flames involved in the burning process, but rather because the gas

(CO2) released from the burning process happens to trap solar radiation. Similarly, the flaming

lava released from volcanoes has little impact on the climate. Instead, what matters are the

gases released. And as it turns out, volcanoes emit sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere. This

gas forms into products called sulfate aerosols, which reflect solar radiation (much like certain

clouds) and in turn have a cooling effect on the climate.Evidence of the cooling effect of

volcanic eruptions can be observed in the recent temperature record. For instance, when

Mount Pinatubo erupted in the Philippines in 1991, it became the second-largest terrestrial

eruption of the 20th century and had a measurable short-term impact on the climate. That is,

its release of over 20 million tons of sulfur dioxide created enough light-reflecting aerosol in the

atmosphere to drop global average temperatures by nearly a degree Fahrenheit for the two

years following the eruption. In defense of our friend at the cook-off, there is something to the

whole “volcanoes warm the Earth” notion. It turns out that in addition to releasing gases that

cool the planet, volcanoes also release some heat trapping carbon dioxide, and volcanic

eruptions have indeed played a warming role in Earth’s geologic past. However, such

influences have taken place over extremely long time scales (millions of years) and are

essentially meaningless in the current context of present-day climate change. In other words,

contemporary volcanic activity releases too little CO2 to be of any concern. According the U.S.

Geological Survey, present-day volcanoes release less than one percent of the CO2 released

currently by human activities.3 That means that if you drew two volcanoes next to one another

and scaled their sizes to reflect CO2 released by present day volcanic activity and CO2

released by human activity, they’d look something like Figure 4.
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Phil, “best book to learn about CC. I would recommend to anyone trying to understand this

crucial issue. The only thing that might be more important than this topic is if we were on the

verge of nuclear war, and really that’s only a tie. Using 50 misconceptions of CC, this book

offers a straight forward, understandable explanation of the complex and controversial aspects

of CC. It does not shy away from the horrible consequences of CC, but it balances those with

a viable path of action to save our world. It challenges each reader to step up and engage in

the necessary political process that will lead to our salvation. In “misconception” 48 Shahir

points out there are really 6 categories of Americans (presumably other nationalities too)

concerned about CC. The first are “Alarmed” and believe CC to be a serious, urgent threat

and are working towards a solution. The second are “Concerned” and believe CC to be a

serious problem but are less involved. The third are “Cautious” who believe CC is a problem

but are less certain that it is urgent. The fourth are “Disengaged” who haven’t thought much

about CC and are open to considering the issues. The fifth are “Doubtful” who think global

warming is occurring but are not certain it is caused by humans or that it may only be a

problem for future generations. And finally, the sixth are “Dismissive” and are the group

referred to as climate deniers. According to polls about 18% are alarmed and about 32% are

concerned. Only 13% are doubtful and 7% dismissive. That leaves about 30% cautious or

disengaged in the middle. He points out that the very powerful and organized NRA only has 5

million members, but no one underestimates their visible influence on gun related issues. If the

“Alarmed” and “Concerned” are combined, we are looking at a pool of 120 million potential

supporters for CC solutions. We just need a fraction of those believers to ignite the necessary

revolution to save our world, and it has to be the world because one country can’t do it by itself

(US, China, India and Europe are the biggies). If you have been wondering what you can do,

reading this book is an excellent first step towards becoming a part of the solution. It will be

the best $17 you ever spent for yourself, your family, your friends and the rest of humanity.

Shahir points out on the last page of his book that this is not an issue of climate activist vs.

climate skeptic, of us vs. them, of good vs. evil, but an issue of knowing vs. not knowing. Read

the book to know what is at stake for our future.”

Richard Anderson, “This is a powerful yet understandable presentation of the truths of clmate

change.. This book plugs a gaping hole in the collection of books written about climate change

for the general public. As a college science educator, I see its usefulness as an adjunct reader

for several types of undergraduate college science classes, yet it is written so simply that it will

have use in high school or some middle school classes too. The first 17 pages are a lucid

“Climate Change 101” concisely explaining the basic science of climate change. This sets out



the foundation for the next 50 chapters. Each chapter explains and refutes an objection one so

often hears. Five chapters in “It’s all natural change!” address heat-trapping gases, geologic

climate changes, solar cycles, volcanism, and Earth’s orbital wobbles. The “It’s all climate

conspiracy!” chapters refute 6 types of political denial and confusion. “Doubt,” “Jobs and the

Economy,” and “Conflicting Evidence” contain 30 more fast-moving and engaging refutations of

objection after objection. The last chapters discuss solutions that give the reader hope that

intelligent actions will enable us to muddle through even this fearsome challenge of carbon

pollution. Masri concludes, “The faster we can all come to understand and discuss climate

change, the faster we can replace misconception with fact, and lay the groundwork for action.

Let’s get to work!” His Beyond Debate certainly gives us tools we need for that work.- Richard

Anderson, Ph.D., biology professor emeritus, Modesto Junior College.”

Anthony P. Hays, “A must-read for anyone concerned about climate change. I bought the book

after Dr. Masri gave a presentation to the local section of the Citizens' Climate Lobby, a

national lobbying group (with some international sections) that is lobbying to promote the

Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act of 2019, which would nudge the U.S. economy

away from its base of fossil fuels. Having the world's largest economy, the U.S. should be

setting the standard for what can be achieved. Some of the book should be pretty familiar to

anyone concerned about climate change, but it provides sound logical arguments to support

the need for the elimination of fossil fuels.”

Patricio Marcelo, “Despejando dudas sobre un tema esencial. Vale la pena.. Me gusta el libro

por la imparcialidad en la que el autor aborda el tema del cambio climático y más aún encara

la realidad en la que la administración del presidente Trump cierra filas como negacionista del

cambio climático. Las respuestas que encontré en el libro son atinadas y bien escogidas

porque responde a las dudas o información irreal que suele existir sea por intereses creados o

por desconocimiento de las personas. Este libro lo recomiendo y resalto que es apto para todo

lector, tenga o no conocimientos previos sobre el cambio climático.”

Ebook Tops Reader Dot., “Succinct answers to erroneous claims against climate change.. My

Husband had been repeating erroneous claims against climate change that he gleaned from

an online Forum. This book listed each of the 50 most common errors and answers them.Now

if he says "What about the ...solar cycles, volcanos,..etc. ?" I can answer his doubts with

Science and data.”

Des, “Great idea - well executed.. In my interactions with people, I often encounter unexpected

doubts about climate science. I've heard "but what about volcanoes", "what about China?",

and "Aren't cycles normal?" This book provides truthful concise answers in bite sized chunks.

I read through it in less than a week (which, for me, is blazing fast). I intend next to make flash

cards.”

Redwood, “Go with the facts.. Highly recomend, I bought 10 to give to colleagues and friends.

Fact based to repel climate change deniers arguments.”

Rain Girl, “Easy to read and upbeat for the topic. Explains the science of climate change in

terms easy to understand and in short chapters. Surprisingly upbeat tone and good

suggestions on what we should do to save civilization from the coming climate chaos.”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 41 people have provided feedback.

Greenhouse gases don’t really trap heat. No one really knows what prehistoric CO2 and

temperature were like. Volcanoes are warming Earth, NOT people! Earth’s natural cycles

explain recent warming. Solar cycles are to blame! Scientists are “in” on a climate hoax!

There’s no 97% climate consensus. Climate change is a Chinese hoax! Climategate – what

about “the emails?” “Glaciergate” proves a climate conspiracy! The IPCC is corrupt and

misleading! Climate change is just a “theory.” The atmosphere is HUGE, we can’t possibly

affect it! The scientists have got it wrong! There is still “uncertainty” about climate change. Most

climate studies aren’t even about “climate science.” There is still a “climate debate.” The

science isn’t settled! Temperature and CO2 are within the range of natural variation. CO2 can’t

be measured with precision. Scientists are just defending their work! How can we predict next

year’s climate when we can hardly predict next week’s weather? Warming is due to the urban

heat island effect. Climate models don’t account for the most abundant greenhouse gas—water

vapor! Don’t you know the sun is getting brighter? We breathe out CO2, so how bad can it be?

CO2 isn’t even toxic! Extreme weather is old news and is not due to climate change.

Environmental regulation is bad for the economy. A carbon tax is just a way for the government

to take our money! Green energy is killing jobs! The Paris Climate Accord was a “bad deal”

for the U.S. Pricing carbon will hinder the free market. CO2 levels aren’t really increasing. What

about mid-century cooling? Paleoclimate graphs show that CO2 rises AFTER temperature rises

—not before! Glaciers aren’t melting, Antarctica is even gaining ice! What about the warming

“hiatus” a few years back? Sea levels around Greenland are falling! Greenland used to be

green, so Earth must be cooling. What about the Medieval Warming Period? We’re just

emerging from the Little Ice Age. Some areas are getting colder, so where’s the global

warming? More CO2 is good for plants and agriculture! Who cares about 2 °C of warming?

Geoengineering will save us! Plants and animals will adapt. Electric cars aren’t that green! The

public is divided about global warming. It’s too late for the climate. I’m only one person—there’s

nothing I can do.
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